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Abstract—In this paper, we formulate a multi-tier caching and
resource sharing (CRS) optimization problem for a high video
streaming performance in 5G ultra-dense networks. Particularly,
in user tier, the optimal sets of spectrum owning users (SUs)
with available downlink resources, caching users (CUs) with
cached video versions, and normal users (NUs) requesting the
video versions are tripartite for video streaming over device-to-
device (D2D) communications. In femto tier, the optimal caching
strategy is found to indicate which video versions and where to
cache them in the femtocell base station (FBSs). By cooperating
with the video versions cached in macro tier, i.e., macro base
station (MBS), the mobile users (MUs) can receive the video
versions from D2D communications, FBSs, and MBS flexibly. The
objective of the CRS solution is to maximize the video playback
quality, while saving the caching storage of FBSs and satisfying
a given throughput required by MUs and a given target signal
to interference plus noise ratio of SUs.

Index Terms—5G Ultra-dense Networks, Multi-tier Caching,
Resource Sharing, Video Streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 5G ultra-dense networks (5G UDNs), various video
applications and services (VASs) requested by a proliferation
of mobile users (MUs) cause an extreme traffic congestion
at the backhaul links of macro base stations (MBSs) and
small-cell base stations (SBSs) [1]–[4]. Under this perspective,
substantial solutions for the network modifications could be
necessary to meet the upcoming surge of VASs’ demand.
Caching techniques can be labeled as the most efficient
solution that does not require any system architecture changes
[5]. Amongst caching techniques, multi-tier caching can be
deployed in the MBSs, SBSs, and MUs to convey the VASs
closer to the MUs for streaming [6]–[9]. In this way, the
workload at the backhaul links of MBSs and SBSs is mitigated
and the quality of experience (QoE) of MUs is improved
thanks to proximity communications.

As regards multi-tier caching techniques, the base stations
and MUs can cooperate in caching to reduce the content redun-
dancy and delivery delay [6]. The caching techniques are also
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deployed at the MBSs and SBSs, e.g., femtocell base stations
(FBSs), to gain high hit probability and system capacity by
finding optimal caching placements [7], [8]. In addition to the
studies in [6]–[8], the available downlink spectrum resources
of MUs have been exploited in [9] to offload videos locally
over device-to-device (D2D) communications. However, the
main problems of the approach proposed in [9] are i) the
impossibility to pair the caching users (CUs) that have the
videos, with the normal users (NUs) that request the videos,
and ii) the inability to select the proper video versions to cache
in the FBSs, to achieve higher system performance.

In this paper, we propose a multi-tier caching and resource
sharing (CRS) solution that enables the MUs to receive the
video versions flexibly from D2D communications (user tier),
FBSs (femto tier), and MBS (macro tier) in 5G UDNs. The
MUs are categorized into three types including spectrum
owning users (SUs) that have downlink spectrum resources,
the CUs, and the NUs. The NUs are paired with the CUs for
D2D video communications by reusing the downlink resources
of the SUs. Both SUs and CUs receive the video versions from
the FBSs and MBS, while the NUs are able to receive the
video versions further from the CUs. Assuming that the MBS
has a large storage to cache all video versions, the problem
here is that how to efficiently utilize the system resources, i.e.,
downlink resources of SUs and caching storage resources of
MBS, FBSs, and CUs, to satisfy the MUs.

In particular, we formulate a CRS optimization problem and
solve it for 1) the optimal set of SUs, CUs, and NUs that is
able to establish D2D video communications by sharing the
downlink resources of SUs and cached video versions of CUs
and 2) the optimal caching strategy that is able to select the
proper video versions and the right FBSs in which to cache
them. The objective is to serve the MUs various VASs at
maximum playback quality. The CRS problem also considers
the constraints on caching storage of the FBSs, throughput
required by the MUs, and target signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR) of the SUs, for saving the caching storage,
conserving the system throughput, and limiting the interfer-
ence effect caused by the transmission of the CUs on the
SUs. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed CRS
solution outperforms other benchmarks (e.g., caching, sharing,
no caching nor sharing, and no video version selection).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND FORMULATIONS

A. System Model

We consider the CRS model for VASs in 5G UDNs illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The model has one MBS in the macro tier, J
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Fig. 1. A CRS model for VASs in 5G UDNs.

FBSs in the femto tier, a number of MUs including K SUs,
N CUs, and M NUs in the user tier, and I videos. The video
i, i = 1, 2, ..., I , has Vi versions encoded at different encoding
rates. The video versions are sent from the MBS to the MUs
through conventional cellular transmissions, from the FBSs
to the MUs by using the channel splitting and F-ALOHA
schemes to avoid the interferences [10], and from the CUs
to the NUs over D2D communications reusing the downlink
resources of SUs. The spatial distribution of CUs sharing the
downlink resource from the SU k, k = 1, 2, ...,K, is modeled
as homogeneous Poisson Point Process with density λkC [11].
We assume that the system parameters remain at least during
a streaming session of the longest video version1. Whenever
the MBS anticipates that there will be an increasing number of
video requests, it implements the CRS scheme in three steps:
i) updating system parameters, ii) formulating and solving the
CRS optimization problem, and iii) delivering the videos.

First, the MBS updates the system parameters such as
wireless channel characteristics; caching storage of FBSs and
CUs; video information (version, size, and popularity); re-
quired throughput of MUs for video playback; and target SINR
of SUs. Second, the MBS formulates the constrained CRS
optimization problem and solves it for the optimal sharing
index wkn,m and the optimal caching index uvij . wkn,m indicates
if the SU k shares its downlink with the CU n to send the
video version vi to the NU m (wkn,m = 1) or not (wkn,m = 0),
n = 1, 2, ..., N , m = 1, 2, ...,M , and vi = 1, 2, ..., Vi. Here
the video version vi is cached in the CU n with probability
pvin depending on the remaining storage of the CU and the
size and popularity of the video version. uvij indicates if the
FBS j caches the video version vi (uvij = 1) or not (uvij = 0),
j = 1, 2, ..., J . Finally, by cooperating with the video versions
cached in the MBS, the CRS delivers the video versions
flexibly from the MBS, FBSs, and CUs to the MUs.

B. System Formulations

In order to obtain the objective function of the CRS op-
timization problem, i.e., average quality of received video
versions, it is necessary to analyze the capacity success
probabilities at the SUs, CUs, and NUs as presented below.

1) Capacity Success Probability at SUs: The SU k receives
the video version vi from the FBS j or the MBS. The capacity
success probability at the SU k is derived from its capacities

1Under this assumption, the proposed model efficiently serves the MUs
the local VASs in crowded areas such as concert or meeting halls, museums,
office buildings, stadiums, hospitals, campuses, etc.

over the channels from the FBS j and the MBS which are
given by

Ck,vij = W log2

(
1 + uvij PjG

k
j /N0

)
, (1)

Ck,vi0 = W log2

(
1 +

∏J
j=1(1− uvij )P0G

k
0

N0 + Ik,viC,S

)
, (2)

where W is the system bandwidth; Pj and P0 are the trans-
mission powers of the FBS j and the MBS; Gkj and Gk0 are
the channel gains from the FBS j and the MBS to the SU
k which are Rayleigh fading, independently and identically
exponentially distributed with unit mean, and multiplied by
a standard power law path loss function with a path loss
exponent η; N0 is the power of additive white Gaussian
noise; and Ik,viC,S =

∑N
n=1

∑M
m=1 w

k
n,mp

vi
n P

k
CG

k
n, P kC is the

transmission power of the CUs sharing the downlink from the
SU k, Gkn is the channel gain between the CU n and the
SU k, and pvin = ari + bθvin is the probability that the CU
n caches the video version vi [9], a, b ∈ [0, 1], a + b = 1,
ri = i−α(

∑I
i=1 i

−α)−1 is Zipf-like distribution [12], and
θvin = rn

[
1− (Lvii −min{Lvii , vi = 1, 2, ..., Vi})/Lvii )

]
; here

α ≥ 0 is the skewed popularity among different videos, rn is
the percentage of remaining storage of the CU n, and Lvii is
the size of video version vi.

Let Cvith be the capacity threshold (measured in Kbps)
required to send the video version vi for playback, the capacity
success probabilities are given by [11]

pk,vij = Pr{Ck,vij ≥ Cvith} = exp
(
− ξk,vij N0/u

vi
j Pj

)
, (3)

pk,vi0 = Pr{Ck,vi0 ≥ Cvith} (4)

= exp
{
− ξk,vi0

[
λk,viC

( P kC∏J
j=1(1− uvij )P0

) 2
η
]}
,

where ξk,vij = (dkj )η(2C
vi
th /W − 1), ξk,vi0 = π(dk0)2Γ(1 +

2
η )Γ(1 − 2

η )
(
2C

vi
th /W − 1

)2/η
, dkj and dk0 are the distances

from the FBS j and the MBS to the SU k, and the density
λk,viC =

∑N
n=1

∑M
m=1 w

k
n,mp

vi
n within a circular cell area.

The capacity success probability to send the video version
vi from the FBS j and the MBS to the SU k is

pk,vi0,j = 1− (1− pk,vij )(1− pk,vi0 ). (5)

2) Capacity Success Probability at CUs: Without interfer-
ence, the capacities at the CU n over the channels from the
FBS j and the MBS are expressed as

Cvij,n = W log2

(
1 + uvij PjG

n
j /N0

)
, (6)

Cvi0,n = W log2

(
1 +

∏J
j=1(1− uvij )P0G

n
0

N0

)
, (7)

where Gnj and Gn0 are the channel gains from the FBS j and
the MBS to the CU n.

We then obtain the corresponding capacity success proba-
bilities at the CU n as follows:

pvij,n = Pr{Cvij,n ≥ C
vi
th} = exp

(−ξn,vij N0

uvij Pj

)
, (8)

pvi0,n = Pr{Cvi0,n ≥ C
vi
th} = exp

(
−ξn,vi0 N0∏J

j=1(1− uvij )P0

)
, (9)
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where ξn,vij = (dnj )η(2
C
vi
th
W − 1) and ξn,vi0 = (dn0 )η(2

C
vi
th
W − 1),

dnj and dn0 are the distances from the FBS j and the MBS to
the CU n.

Therefore, the capacity success probability to send the video
version vi from the FBS j and the MBS to the CU n is

pvi0,j,n = 1− (1− pvij,n)(1− pvi0,n). (10)

3) Capacity Success Probability at NUs: Different from
SUs and CUs, the capacities at the NU m, which come from
the CUs, FBSs, and MBS, are respectively computed as

Ck,vin,m = W log2

(
1 +

wkn,mp
vi
n P

k
CG

m
n

N0 + P0Gm0 + Ik,viC,C

)
, (11)

Ck,vij,m = W log2

(
1 +

uvij (1− wkn,mpvin )PjG
m
j

N0

)
, (12)

Ck,vi0,m = W log2

(
1 +

∏J
j=1(1− uvij )(1− wkn,mpvin )P0G

m
0

N0

)
,

(13)

where Gmn , Gmj , and Gm0 are the channel gains from the
CU n, FBS j, and MBS to the NU m, and Ik,viC,C =∑N

n′=1
n′ 6=n

∑M
m′=1
m′ 6=m

wkn′,m′p
vi
n′P kCGn′,m′ .

So, the corresponding capacity success probabilities are

pk,vin,m = Pr{Ck,vin,m ≥ C
vi
th} (14)

= exp
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λM
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vi
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η
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C
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,
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vi
th} = exp

[ −ξvij,mN0

uvij (1− wkn,mp
vi
n )Pj

]
,

(15)

pk,vi0,m = Pr{Ck,vi0,m ≥ C
vi
th} (16)

= exp

[ −ξvi0,mN0∏J
j=1(1− uvij )(1− wkn,mp

vi
n )P0

]
,

where Eq. (14) is similarly computed in [11], ξvin,m =

π(dmn )2Γ(1+ 2
η )Γ(1− 2

η )
(
2
C
vi
th
W −1

)2/η
, ξvij,m = (dmj )η(2

C
vi
th
W −

1), and ξvi0,m = (dm0 )η(2
C
vi
th
W − 1); dmn , dmj , and dm0 are

the distances from the CU n, the FBS j, and the MBS to
the NU m; and the density λM = 1 (i.e., one MBS) and
λ

′k,vi
C =

∑N
n′=1
n′ 6=n

∑M
m′=1
m′ 6=m

wkn′,m′p
vi
n′ within a circular cell area.

Finally, the capacity success probability at the NU m is

pk,vi0,j,n,m = 1− (1− pk,vin,m)(1− pk,vij,m )(1− pk,vi0,m). (17)

4) Average Quality of Received Videos: To obtain the
average quality of received videos, we apply the rate-distortion
(RD) model expressed by a decaying exponential function [13]
which represents the experimental RD characteristics of the
videos encoded by high efficiency video coding standard [14].
In this model, if the video version vi is played back at rate or
capacity Cvith , the corresponding reconstructed distortion is

Di(C
vi
th) = γi(C

vi
th)βi , (18)

where γi and βi are the sequence-dependent parameters se-
lected so that Eq. (18) meets the experimental RD curves.

Based on the aforementioned capacity success probabilities
in (5), (10), and (17), we can compute the overall average
quality values of received videos at the MUs (i.e., SUs, CUs,
and NUs) as below

Q =
1

3J

J∑
j=1

(QjS +QjC +QjN ), (19)

where

QjS =
1

K

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

pk,vi0,j Q
(
Di(C

vi
th)
)
, (20)

QjC =
1

N

N∑
n=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

pvi0,j,nQ
(
Di(C

vi
th)
)
, (21)

QjN =
1

KMN

K∑
k=1

N∑
N=1

M∑
m=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

pk,vi0,j,n,mQ
(
Di(C

vi
th)
)
,

(22)

where Q
(
Di(C

vi
th)
)

= 10 log10
2552

Di(C
vi
th )

is the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) measured in dB.

III. CRS OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

So far, we have (19) as the objective function of the CRS
optimization problem. We further compute the total storage of
FBSs (LiF ) used to cache all versions of the video i and the
total throughput required by MUs (C) which are considered
in the constraints of the CRS optimization problem as below

LiF =
J∑
j=1

Vi∑
vi=1

uvij L
vi
i , (23)

C = CS + CC + CN , (24)

where

CS =
J∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

(Ck,vij + Ck,vi0 ), (25)

CC =
J∑
j=1

N∑
n=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

(Cvij,n + Cvi0,n), (26)

CN =
J∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

N∑
N=1

M∑
m=1

I∑
i=1

ri
Vi

Vi∑
vi=1

(Ck,vin,m + Ck,vij,m + Ck,vi0,m ).

(27)

Finally, let Limax, C∗, and γ0 be the constraints on the
caching storage of FBSs for saving, the throughput required
by MUs for conserving, and the target SINR for guaranteeing
the quality of service (QoS) of SUs respectively, the CRS
optimization problem is formulated as

max
u
vi
j ,w

k
n,m

Q (28a)
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s.t.
∑Vi
vi=1 u

vi
j ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, ..., I, j = 1, 2, ..., J, (28b)∑M

m=1 w
k
n,m ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, ...,K, n = 1, 2, ..., N, (28c)∑N

n=1 w
k
n,m ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, ...,K,m = 1, 2, ...,M, (28d)

LiF ≤ µLimax, i = 1, 2, ..., I, (28e)
C ≤ δC∗, (28f)

Ik,viC,S ≤ P0G
k
0

γ0
−N0, k = 1, 2, ...,K, i = 1, 2, ..., I, (28g)

vi = 1, 2, ..., Vi.

where the constraint (28b) is to limit the FBS j to cache up
to one proper version of video i. The constraints (28c) and
(28d) are to guarantee that the CU n is able to transmit to up
to one NU and the NU m is able to receive from up to one
CU. 0 < µ ≤ 1 in (28e) and 0 < δ ≤ 1 in (28f) are to adjust
Limax and C∗ for the convenience of evaluation, here Limax =
ri × J × I ×max{Lvii , vi = 1, 2, ..., Vi}. The last constraint
(28g), which comes from (2), is to limit the interference effect
of D2D communications on the QoS of the SU k.

To solve (28), exhaustive binary searching algorithm [9] is
applied to finding uvij and wkn,m. Although memory require-
ment and time complexity of the exhaustive binary searching
algorithm (especially in the large scale of 5G UDNs) are
higher than other methods, e.g., stochastic global searching
methods like genetic algorithms for exact or approximated
optimal results, it is acceptable due to the two following
reasons. First, it is the simple method to find the global optimal
results. Second, the proposed CRS solution is efficiently used
to serve the MUs the local VASs in crowded areas, in which
the system characteristics change mainly depending on the
arrival of MUs in local areas following a daily pattern with
the stability on an hourly basis [15]. This pattern gives us the
opportunity to relax the strict requirement of time complexity
to serve the MUs, while the memory requirement can be
powerfully handled at the MBS. In addition, to ensure that
the SU k can share its downlink resource with only one pair
of CU n and NU m, the searching algorithm follows the rule
that if wkn,m = 1, then wk

′

n,m = 0, k′ = 1, 2, ...,K, k′ 6= k.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The CSR model is deployed with the parameters set in Table
I. Assuming that the MBS covers the circular cell area within
the radius of 1500m and the relative distances between the
MBS and the MUs, the FBSs and the MUs, the CUs and
the SUs, and the CUs and the NUs, are randomly distributed
in the ranges of [500, 1500]m, [20, 100]m, [50, 150]m, and
[1, 20]m, respectively. In addition, we take into account 3
videos, i.e., V v11 (Basketballpass), V v22 (Racehorses), and V v33

(Foreman), to analyze their experimental RD curves by using
HM reference software version 12.0 [16] and obtain Lvii , Cvith,
γi, and βi given in Table I. To evaluate the performance of
CRS, we compare it to the other three schemes including only
caching (OCC), only resource sharing (ORS), and no caching
nor resource sharing (NCS).

Fig. 2 shows the performance of CRS, OCC, ORS, and NCS
versus the skewed popularity exponent α. The results indicate
that the system gains higher performance when α increases.
The reason is that increasing α makes the popularity more

TABLE I
PARAMETERS SETTING

Symbols Specifications

J,K,N,M 3 FBSs, 3 SUs, 4 CUs, 5 NUs
I, Vi 3 videos, each has 3 versions
P0, Pj , P

k
C , N0 5W, 1W, 10−3W, 10−12W

W 5MHz
η 4
γ0 3dB
a, b, µ, δ 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1
rn Fixed to 1, i.e. all CUs have 100% of storage to cache
L
vi
i [11,867 23,734 35,600; 198,680 264,906 351,000;

33,382 66,763 113,496]Kbit
C
vi
th [1,000 2,000 3,000; 3,000 4,000 5,300;

50,000 100,000 170,000]Kbps
{γi;βi} {9,806 76,520 1,644,000;-0.9972 -1.1530 -1.0920}
C∗ 12Gbps, i.e., each MU is served at 1Gbps
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Fig. 2. Performance of CRS, OCC, ORS, and NCS.

skewed amongst the videos, and thus less videos are with
higher popularity and more videos are with low popularity.
In this context, the system focuses on serving the MUs the
videos with higher popularity rather than the ones with lower
popularity to gain higher performance. The proposed CRS
outperforms the other OCC, ORS, and NCS thanks to the
joint solution of caching and resource sharing techniques. The
OCC is mostly better than the ORS because it is likely to
provide more possibilities of caching and transmitting over
better channels than the ORS. The NCS is the worst case due
to without CRS assisted.

In Fig. 3, we investigate the effects of the constraints on the
performance of CRS. To do so, we further consider three cases
including 1) CRS1: decreasing the caching storage of FBSs
by changing µ in (28e) from 0.5 to 0.3, 2) CRS2: decreasing
the required throughput of MUs by changing δ in (28f) from
1 to 0.5, and 3) CRS3: increasing the target SINR of SUs
by changing γ0 in (28g) from 3dB to 5dB. Particularly, in
case of CRS1, the system has less chances to cache and thus
provides lower playback quality than that in case of CRS.
In CRS2, the required throughput of MUs decreases due to
lower MUs’ playback resolutions, the channels that provide
higher throughput are not selected for streaming to save the
system bandwidth resource. In other words, the system serves
the MUs lower quality (compared to the CRS) to meet the
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Fig. 3. Performance of CRS versus different system parameters.
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playback resolutions of the MUs. In CRS3, when the target
SINR γ0 increases to ensure higher QoS for the SUs, the
number of D2D communication sessions is reduced to make
less interference impact on the SUs. This in turn reduces
the system performance because it cannot exploit the D2D
communications for video streaming in close proximity.

To investigate the performance of CRS in terms of play-
back quality and caching storage consumed in the FBSs, we
compare the CRS to the full rate caching and resource sharing
scheme (FRS). In FRS, we keep the resource sharing scheme
applied while the FBSs always cache the video versions with
the highest encoding rates, i.e. no video version selection,
instead of selecting proper video versions in CRS. As shown
in Fig. 4, the FRS outperforms the CRS when α > 1. The
reason is that when α gets higher values, the system focuses
on serving the video versions with higher popularity. In this
context, while the performance of CRS is limited due to
the caching storage and required throughput constraints, these
constraints are relaxed in the FRS. In consideration of caching
storage consumption, the FRS clearly uses higher caching
storage than the CRS does. The caching storage consumption
of both CRS and FRS converges on a certain value with respect
to the increase of α because the proper video versions in CRS
and the video versions with the highest encoding rates in FRS
are the same. To make clear about the convergence, a further

result of caching storage consumption of CRS and FRS versus
α extended from 3 to 10 is shown on the top right corner of
the Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the CRS solution that can exploit not only
the caching storage of the MBS, FBSs, and MUs but also the
downlink resources of the MUs for advanced video streaming
applications and services (VASs) in 5G UDNs. Furthermore,
the CRS takes into account the process of D2D paring and
video version selection as well as the constraints on caching
storage of the FBSs, required throughput of the MUs, and
target SINR of the SUs, so as to provide the MUs with
high performance of advanced VASs. Simulation results are
shown to demonstrate the benefits of the CRS compared to
other schemes, i.e., caching, resource sharing, no caching nor
resource sharing, and no video version selection, in terms of
video playback quality and caching storage consumption.
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